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Superconductiv ity  in  H igh Pressure Solids — A  Chemical Perspective
Tse*, Y. Yao

Department of Physics and Engineering Physics, University of Saskatchewan

The structural principle behind the unusual features in the high pressure phases of simple all
elements is reviewed. I t  is shown that there exists a pressure regime where the elemental sol
are likely to adopt a layer structure. Ther e are two novel characteristics associated with t
structure type. T he  system tends to be at the proximity of phonon and electronic instabiliti
The combined effect is significant enhancement of electron-phonon coupling and resulting ir
superconducting state. We demonstrate this empirical observation with selected examples includ]
a recently predicted novel structure of high pressure SnI-1
4 w h i c h  s h o w s  
v e r y  h i g h  
s u p e r c o n d u c t i

critical temperature. Recent results on ab initio prediction of high pressure crystal structur
particularly those with superconductivity behaviour will be presented.
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New stochastic approaches to the electron correlation problem
Alex J. W. Thom*, Ali Alavi

Department of Chemistry, University of Cambridge

The concept of a 'graph', consisting of a set of connected Slater determinants, gives us a n
starting point for calculating the correlated electronic energy of molecules, which can be express
as a sum over graphst.

We show two different formulations of a graph sum:
1) Based on the path-integral formulation of quantum mechanics, graphs contain contributic

from resummations of exponentially large numbers of paths.
2) A reformulation of an arbitrary order of Moller-Plesset perturbation theory in terms of grap
Both formulations have the advantage that electronic energies can also be evaluated by stoch

tically sampling graphs which, crucially, can be generated with a known normalized generati
probability; these stochastic methods can significantly reduce the scaling of calculations with s:
tem size.

This approach is free from fixed-node type approximations, and shows no significant 'minus-si
problems'. Our formulation is not system-dependent and we show correlated calculations on bc
molecular and periodic systems.
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